For the first time since Reconstruction more than 100 years before, enough black people (African-Americans) were registered voters...organized enough to run, even elect, their own candidates for mayors of their towns.

Mayoral candidates Saul Sutton of Tchula and Warren Booker of Lexington spoke along with many state and other leaders:

- MFDP (Mississippi FDP) vice chair Fannie Lou Hamer, the best-known, most well-respected FDP leader both in and outside the state
- MFDP state chair Lawrence Guyot
- State NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) president Aaron Henry
- Robert G. Clark, Holmes's FDP-elected state representative, the first and only black to win state office in the historic 1967 elections

FANNIE LOU HAMER—spirited singer, astute political analyst, moving speaker—used her powerful face...body...voice to rally the hundreds.
For the first time in anyone’s memory blacks called and ran a political meeting . . . and held it in the Courthouse!

BUY your own prints direct from Sue — from the photographer-writer and 1964-69 civil rights worker in Holmes Sue [Lorenzi] Sojourner:

All images available in 8”x10” . . . $40, 11”x14” . . . $75, 16”x20” . . . $125, 20”x24” . . . $180

Prices are for PRINT ONLY . . . flat & unmounted. NOT matted, framed, mounted or laminated

Order by photo number shown here

PREPAY by check/money order to SUE SOJOURNER

Add $5 shipping charge for each $25 ordered, 7.5% sales tax to Minnesota orders

Ask about prices for multiple copies and Movement group discounts

Posters of Fannie Lou Hamer

#1 black on yellow . . . fannie lou hamer comes to the Holmes co. courthouse . . . 18 images & text . . . $9 each, 10+ copies . . . $7.50 each

#2 black & white glossy . . . fannie lou . . . the woman who knew and flew sang and grew pained and knew . . . poem written, march 1977 at Mrs. Hamer’s death by Sue Sojourner with 3 images

#3 black & white glossy: MRS. HAMER IN ACTION Commemorative of 2003 Hamer Conference at Valley State University, Itta Bena . . . 30+ images
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To see Images of Sue’s touring show “THE SOME PEOPLE OF THAT PLACE—1960s Holmes Co. The Local People & Their Movement” at CR vets website: www.crmvet.org/vet/sojourner.htm

Contact Sue to arrange exhibit for your town, school, or organization. After 2007, Smith Kramer Traveling Exhibits also handles scheduling: www.smithkramer.com